
9Best.top Launches its New Product Review
Website Before Black Friday

The 9Best.top launched its new website specialized in online

shopping guides for consumer products.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA, October 15, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The expected date is approaching,

in a matter of days, hundreds of offers and promotions

will invade thousands of inboxes and notification feeds.

9Best.top launches its brand-new product reviews

website to provide qualified feedback to all shopers. 

The 9Best.top launched its new website specialized in online shopping guides for consumer

products.

We are happy to make the

“Black Friday journey” easier

to all consumers,

considering the amount of

offers and sales discount

that are available in this

special day”

David Perrenoud

This new website covers most popular product categories

and aims to provide a neutral and qualified feedback

across a wide range of product categories to consumers. 

9Best.Top strategically launched its website a few weeks

before Black Friday in order to maximize the reach of their

product comparisons to their audience. 

“We are happy to make the “Black Friday journey” easier to

all consumers, considering the amount of offers and sales

discount that are available in this special day”- said Mr. Perrenoud, official speaker of 9Best. 

“At the end of the day, we are facing a tremendous amount of offerings, and in order to be able

to make an accurate choice you need to be able to compare different products somehow. That’s

why at 9Best.top, we make sure our product reviews are transparent and insightful. 

9Best.top specializes on the most popular product categories from home to electronics  and

outdoors; including: cordless vacuums, robot vacuums, best gaming chairs, microwaves,

dehumidifiers, smart TVs, 2 in 1 laptops, headphones, and more. 

According to Adobe Analytics, last year (Black Friday in USA) up to $ 7.4 billion were spent online.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://9best.top
https://9best.top/gaming-chair/


Which represent a 20% increase from the previous year. Additionally, the average order spent

per American citizen was $168. 

Furthermore, they take into account the reviews of their experts, however, they pay special

attention to the opinions of users who have already bought and made use of those products. 

Mr. Perrenoud also mentioned "Last year’s Black Friday and Christmas period, the star product

and most viewed guide of our portal was the best robot vacuums and best 2 in 1 laptops. We are

eager to see what will be this year’s trend”

In addition to the already trendy vacuum cleaner robots, 9Best foresees that on Black Friday

products like smartwatches, smart TVs and Bluetooth headphones will experience peaks in their

sales. 

The company predicts that due to the increasing number of models released in the headphones

and robot vacuums markets, both of these product review guides will be quite popular during

the previous week of Black Friday.

Finally, to know the weekly offers, this website shares and updates the offers of multiple

products with the aim of providing users with constant savings on their purchases.

More information at: https://9best.top/
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